Deuterium NMR of 2HCO-Val1...gramicidin A and 2HCO-Val1-D-Leu2...gramicidin A in oriented DMPC bilayers.
Deuterium NMR is used to study the structure and dynamics of the formyl C-2H bond in selectively deuterated gramicidin molecules. Specifically, the functionally different analogues 2HCO-Val1...gramicidin A and 2HCO-Val1-D-Leu2...gramicidin A are studied by 2H NMR so that any conformational or dynamical differences between the two analogues can be correlated with their difference in lifetime. These analogues are first synthesized, purified, and characterized and then incorporated into oriented bilayers of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine sandwiched between glass coverslips. Phosphorous NMR line shapes obtained from these samples are consistent with the presence of the bilayer phase and indicate that the disorder exhibited by the lipid matrix is approximately of the same type and degree for both analogues. Deuterium NMR line shapes obtained from these samples indicate that the motional axis of the formyl group of gramicidin is parallel to the coverslip normal, that the distribution of motional axis orientations has a width of 7-9 degrees, and that a similar, major conformational and dynamical state exists for the formyl C-2H bond of both analogues. In this state, if the only motion present is fast axial rotation, then the experimentally derived angle between the formyl C-2H bond and the motional axis is consistent with the presence of a right-handed, single-stranded, beta 6.3 helical dimer but is not consistent with the presence of a left-handed, single-stranded, beta 6.3 helical dimer. However, if fast axial rotation is not the only motion present, then the left-handed, single-stranded, beta 6.3 helical dimer cannot be absolutely excluded as a possibility. Also, a second, minor conformational and dynamical state appears to be present in the spectrum of 2HCO-Val1-D-Leu2...gramicidin A but is not observed in the spectrum of 2HCO-Val1...gramicidin A. This minor conformational and dynamical state may reflect the presence of monomers, while the major conformational and dynamical state may reflect the presence of dimers.